
Australia’s First Bento Glass Meal Prep Containers – Non-Toxic & Waste-Free Meal Prep with 

Portion Control 

Made of high borosilicate thermal-shock resistant glass and available in 2 and 3 compartment 

variants, Bento Glass meal prep containers from Eco Meal Prep™ are the safest 21st century 

alternatives to disposable plastic options. 

Melbourne, VIC – April 03, 2019 – Eco Meal Prep™ has launched its Australia-only Bento Glass 

meal prep containers that offer optimized, non-toxic meal prep with portion control, exclusively 

on Kickstarter. Made of superior high borosilicate glass that is also thermal-shock resistant, the 

reusable product is dishwasher, freezer, microwave and oven safe. 

The premium glass containers feature built-in dividers, leak-proof BPA-free lids with removable 

food-grade silicone seals, purpose-built ones that close over the dividers, and removable hinge-

lock clips for enhanced durability. Apart from being odour-free, most importantly, Bento Glass 

meal prep containers are BPA, PVC, and phthalate free – no petroleum-based plastic at all. 

“I truly believe that the world needs these containers, starting with Australia. Just 5% of plastics 

are recycled effectively, while 40% end up in landfill. Buying and throwing away precooked 

single-use meals in plastic containers seems very convenient, but this quick fix is neither 

sustainable for our health nor the environment,” said James Thai, founder of Eco Meal Prep™. 

Available in two variants that are just the right size for added convenience: Bento Glass Snack (2 

compartments, 640 ml) and Bento Glass Meal Prep (3 compartments, 860 ml), these glass 

containers are for meal prep and keeps food fresh until mealtime. The Bento Glass range 

includes all-the-way-up dividers to prevent spilling between compartments.  

“Bento Glass is even more durable than regular glass. It can also be recycled efficiently. Unlike 

plastic containers, including the ones labelled as BPA-free that leach chemicals into food, it is 

built to resist extreme temperature changes. Our glass meal prep containers are absolutely safe 

to use,” said Thai. 

Bento Glass meal prep containers are now available for pre-order on Kickstarter for the early 

bird price of AU$ 32.  

About Eco Meal Prep™  

Founded in 2016, Australian-owned Eco Meal Prep™ addresses the growing concern of plastic 

chemicals leaching into food. The company offers a premium range of products that are 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ecomealprep/eco-meal-preptm-australias-first-bento-glass-containers
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ecomealprep/eco-meal-preptm-australias-first-bento-glass-containers


designed using as minimal plastic as possible while helping people optimize their meal prep.  

For more information, visit https://www.ecomealprep.com.au  

Contact 

Name: James Thai 
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